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VISION OF ANNA UNIVERSITY

The vision of Anna University is to be a world class institution by producing professionals with high technical knowledge, professional skills and ethical values, and remain as a preferred partner to the industry and community for their economic and social development through excellence in teaching, research and consultancy. Anna University shall be recognized as a point of reference, a catalyst, a facilitator, a trend setter and a leader in technical education.
MISSION OF ANNA UNIVERSITY

Anna University shall contribute to the educational, economic and social development by

• producing students who are intellectually and technically equipped with well defined knowledge, skills and ethics who are creative thinkers, inspiring leaders and contributing citizens

• introducing high quality academic and research programmes and providing extension services in cutting edge technologies

• ensuring a supportive campus climate with dynamic leadership and development opportunities to meet the needs of the students, faculty and staff

• enhancing academic productivity through induction of quality faculty, accelerated graduation, credit banking, augmented continuing education opportunities and adoption of current technology

• sharing the intellectual resources and the infrastructural facilities among the academia from
other institutions and among the industrial society, funding agencies and government
- setting up a Global University Network Campus that embodies the ideals of an open, democratic and global society catering to the needs of the global community and satisfying cultural, ethnic and racial diversity
- expanding global participation spread across continents with the aid of interactive satellite based education and the usage of digital library
- enriching the national and international character of the University
- ensuring efficient administrative coordination and effective decision making through necessary reforms and by strategically allocating resources
- benchmarking against technologically sound global leaders with a view towards continuous improvement
ABOUT QCMIT

The Quiz Club of MIT is the official Quizzing club of the college. A club full of enthusiastic quizzers who are always thriving to learn new things, but we are not just restricted to quizzes with the standard question answers. We create quizzes with a twist, such that it sparks even a non-quizzing person to gain interest to take part. We organize and participate in various quizzing events.

VISION OF QCMIT

The Quiz Club of MIT aims to foster a community of enthusiastic quizzers who enjoy challenging themselves through trivia and general knowledge-based competitions. Members engage in regular quizzing sessions, participate in inter-collegiate events, and develop critical thinking and teamwork skills. The club strives to create an intellectually stimulating environment that nurtures curiosity and a thirst for knowledge.
The Quiz Club of MIT aims to:

• Create a community of quizzers within MIT who are passionate about learning, sharing knowledge, and challenging themselves to be their best.

• Encourage members to explore a wide range of topics and subject areas beyond their academic curriculum.

• Provide a platform for students to develop their critical thinking, communication, and teamwork skills through quizzing.

• Organize events and competitions that foster healthy competition and collaboration among its members, as well as with other institutions.

• Participate in inter-school/inter-collegiate events and showcase the talent of its members.

• Promote quizzing culture in educational institutions surrounding MIT by conducting myriad open quizzing events.
 EVENTS

Over the past few years, we have been very active in our ventures. Right from organizing inter college quiz competitions to taking part in national level contests. The pandemic did not form a barrier for us, as we still conducted various quizzes through virtual platforms. Here is a timeline of events that we have conducted in the span of 2020-2022.

2020

1. BLITZKRIEG ’20:
   The annual flagship event of QCMIT, was conducted in March 2020 in offline mode. The event was a huge success which saw a huge participation from various colleges in and around Chennai.
2. **DAILY QUIZZES:**
During the lockdown period, QCMIT conducted many quiz sessions on the club’s Instagram handle. The team came up with a question every day, pertaining to a unique theme ranging from Sci-Tech to Fandom, Movies and Sports, and this spanned over a period of 5 weeks.

3. **FRESHER’S QUIZ:**
The team virtually conducted a general quiz curated specifically for MIT’s brown Taggers (then first-years).
2021

1. FAREWELL QUIZ:
   This quiz was conducted by 2021 passed-out seniors as a virtual event.

2. BLITZKRIEG ’21:
   This inter-college flagship quiz event of QCMIT was conducted virtually owing to the pandemic and included 3 rounds with hundreds of participants from other colleges.
3. **THE REDHEADS QUIZ:**

This quiz session was conducted by the Red Taggers (then second years). It was a virtual event with a general theme.
4. QOTD Sessions:
QOTD (Question of The Day) was posted on Instagram with 6 themes for 6 weeks: IPL, History, Football, Gaming, MELA (Music, Entertainment, Literature, and Arts), and ‘Namma Tamil Nadu’.

5. General Quiz – Spontania:
PDA MIT collaborated with QCMIT for a quiz session conducted as a part of PDA’s flagship event, Spontania.
2022

1. **FANDOM QUIZ:**
   We began the new academic year with an icebreaker quiz for our new recruits so that they could understand the working and the agenda of the club.

2. **BLITZKRIEG ’22:**
   This edition of our flagship event was conducted offline after the pandemic. The event consisted of a qualifier, two semi-finals and a grand finale quiz. It saw participation from nearly 30 college teams.
3. MITAFEST QUIZZES:
QCMIT conducted Fandom Trivia and General Quiz in collaboration with MIT Athenaeum as a part of MITAFEST’22.

MIT Athenaeum in collab with Quiz Club of MIT PRESENTS

MITAFEST ‘22
GENERAL Quiz

REGISTER ON THE SPOT AND WIN EXCITING CASH PRIZES!

Date: 30/04/22
Rolling prelims: 10am - 12pm
Finals: 2pm - 4pm
Venue: Admin Block Seminar Hall (Placement & Training)

Contact:
Gokul - 98409 55017
Charaan - 86108 34282

MIT Athenaeum in collab with Quiz Club of MIT PRESENTS

MITAFEST ‘22
Fandom Trivia

REGISTER ON THE SPOT AND WIN EXCITING CASH PRIZES!

Date: 29/04/22
Rolling prelims: 10am - 12pm
Finals: 2pm - 4pm
Venue: Admin Block Seminar Hall (Placement & Training)

Contact:
Abhijit - 98404 06710
Charaan - 86108 34282
4. Collaboration with BRO-MIT:

We collaborated with one of The Box Office’s newfound branches Book Reader’s Organization-MIT to conduct a quiz for all bibliophiles. Having the signature rounds of QCMIT like pounce/bounce, long visual connect etc., the event was a grand success seeking a wide range of participation.
COMMUNITY OUTREACH

QCMIT is also committed towards developing a quizzing community outside MIT. To ensure this we partnered with the Tamilnadu Science Forum to conduct a “Science & Technology quiz” for middle and high school students in November, 2022. Fifty teams from schools in Chennai and districts surrounding Chennai participated in the quiz. Members of the club got the opportunity to be quiz masters and assist the officials from the Forum. It was a great opportunity for the club to promote quizzing culture and aptitude for science to young minds.
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QUIZ CLUB OF MIT

TEAM ROSTER

STAFF ADVISOR: Dr. A. R. S. Jayanth
The Staff Advisor overlooks the overall functioning and working of the club. He also guides the student office bearers on how to run the club and supervises the events conducted.

CHARIMAN: Aditya B
Final Year, ECE
The Chairman is the student head of the club who represents the club and assigns roles to the different members of the club. He coordinates with other office bearers to run the club.

VICE CHAIRMAN: Charaan S
Final Year, ECE
The Vice chairman assists the chairman in coordinating and running of the club. He helps to form teams for different events and ensures the smooth flow of order in the club.

TREASURER: Monica S
Third Year, ECE
The treasurer oversees maintaining the finances and budget management of the club. She maintains the expenses on what all the club spends and how much is spent.
Joint Secretaries: Abhijit Aravind Arunagiri S
Third Year, IT
The joint secretaries head the various departments of the club and works with the chairman and vice chairman to assign work for the departments of the club.

HEAD OF PR MANAGEMENT TEAM: P Aparajeeth
Third year, IT
The head of PR management heads the team that does the publicizing and advertising of the events conducted by the club. The team controls the social media to publicize the club.

HEAD OF CURATOR TEAM: Abhinav R
Final Year, ECE
The head of Curators heads the team that forms and supplies the questions for the quizzes the club conducts. He guides and coordinates with the curators to form the questions.

HEAD OF DESIGN TEAM: Aadithya A
Final Year, IT
The head of Design heads the team that designs and creates the social media posts and quiz templates. He works with the joint secretaries to design based on various themes.
SNAPSHOTS FROM BLITZKRIEG ‘23
(QCMIT’S ANNUAL QUIZZING FEST)
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